
Money is a communication tool .
The way we engage in a relationship with money directly relates to how
we relate to the universe .  I t  determines what we are expressing to the
universe ,  and our subconscious selves ,  and what we attract back into our
lives
Understand how you unknowingly express yourself with money and how
to use this to attract back what you want .  How can you feel that what
you are doing is inspired action?
The reason why alignment is an everyday experience is because we are
always making decisions .  
Your intention is to feel alive and to always be closer to your authentic
truth.
It  is easy to go in and out of alignment .  Choosing the most effective path
to get you to your highest self requires constant alignment .
The journey of being a human being is easier when you pick the highest
path ,  rather than the tours .  Every decision is either .
Ultimately moving and growing to becoming the person that you should .
Ask yourself ,  'Am I choosing to embody my higher self? '
The ego operates on not enough. Either not spending enough money
because there’s not enough money. Always prioritizing between a need
and a want .  Always worrying that if  you spend you will  lose .
The other side of ego is spending because you feel l ike something is not
good enough inside .  Keeping up with things to feel better or accepted by
other people .
You can fall  into either of it  from time to time.  You can experience both
on different occasions
Money is an exchange of love .  Love never runs out ,  so money doesn’t  run
out .  When sharing or releasing love ,  spending money does not bother
you. 
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There is an infinite supply of both.  I  already have enough. I  can spend
without getting bothered because I ’m just adding to myself .  So spending
only helps to reveal yourself .  E .g . ,  ' I ’ l l  f ly instead of driving because I  just
want to relax in the plane' .  We have options ,  but what do you feel you
are more called for? 
Everything is a sacrifice ,  and we have to choose what feels best to us
without taking away from our essence .
Money in this day is an exchange of value that ultimately affects our
perception.
Are you willing to invest in getting support so as to get where you are
going quicker or do you prefer doing  it  on your own and figuring it  out
later .
Understand how money affect how we communicate with others .  What is
my worth?
Every time you spend money,  you are subconsciously sending a message
to the universe that you are or are not worth it .  Value spending money
not only on other people but also yourself - self care is equally
important .
Paying attention to where you resist spending money is an indicator of
your self worth ,  What you want- whatever you spend money on is a
message to the universe on the things that are important to you. In
return,  it  will  give you returns as you will  be attracting abundance in
that area .  The opposite also applies to the areas that you are not will ing
to spend money on.  Ultimately ,  you will  be presented with opportunities
that matter the most to you,  eg career ,  education ,  personal connections ,
etc .


